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01. Introduction
When the discussion of crypto currency comes up, the most commonly asked question by 
the public is “How can I use it?”. 

Typically we stagger and panic to come up with a response. Now you don’t have to. TIPbot 
will provide one of the world’s rst real life use cases for crypto currency. 

TTipbots are currently being used by a multitude of cryptocurrencies throughout social media 
platforms such as Reddit, Discord and Telegram. They are used to reward people for their con-
tributions to groups, societies and just about anything that can be contributed to. 

It is becoming more common in today’s society for people to not carry cash. In this instance 
we usually tip our waiter using our credit card. Unknowingly to us, the waiter often only re-
ceives a portion of the tip due to transaction fees, commission charges and sometimes out-
right theft by the business owner.

TIPbot will strive to become the standard in real world tipping. Through our TIPbot app, you 
will be able to tip your plumber, electrician, waiter, delivery driver, friend, family or even a 
stranger. We also plan on launching our tip bots across a variety of social media platforms. 
Some of which who currently cannot support tipping.
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02. Specications
Name :          TIPbot
Symbol:         TIP
Decimals:        18
Standard:       ERC-20 
Platform:        Ethereum

IInitial Supply:    100 Billion
Maximum Supply: 10 Trillion
Distribution:     Free Airdrop
              Bounty’s
              YoBit! Investbox
              POS Mining

Mining Coin Age:   3 Days
MMaximum Coin Age: 90 Days
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03. POS Mining
Proof of Stake (PoS) concept states that a person can mine or validate block transactions ac-
cording to how many coins he or she holds. This means that the more Bitcoin or altcoin 
owned by a miner, the more mining power he or she has. The rst crypto currency to adopt 
the PoS method was Peercoin.

You will be able to ‘mint’ your tokens every 3 days (minimum). Tokens can be staked for a 
maximum of 90 days. After 90 days, the total number of tokens returned will remain the 
same. 

Once you perform a mint, the coinage will reset and the process will start over. Token’s will be 
automatically credited to your wallet after a period of a few hours. This process is automatic, 
the user only has to instruct the mint to begin.

Year 1 return - 100%
YYear 2 return - 50%
Year 3 return - 10% - 50% dependant upon the number of mints occuring.

After all 1 trillion tokens are minted, POS mining will cease to function. It is estimated that it 
will take atleast 15 years for this to occur.
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04. Distribution / ICO
Initial Coin Offering / ICO
You can purchase from the TIPbot ICO and receive a 20% bonus on all tokens purchase, plus 
the potential to receive a 1,000,000 token airdrop. Check our web site for more information. 
Initially, 49 billion tokens will be available to purchase from the ICO.

Free Airdop
1 Billion 1 Billion tokens will be distributed to 1000 airdrop applicants. We will announce a time period 
in which a free airdrop will be distributed. Members of the public will be given the opportuni-
ty to apply for this airdrop. 

Airdrop’s will be distributed be on a rst come, rst served basis. Duplicate or fraudulant ap-
plications will result in disqualication.

Investbox
The remaining tokens from the ICO will be taken and placed into YoBit! investbox.

Minimum Holding :  10,000
Maximum Holding:  1,000,000
Weekly Return :      10%

Non Public Tokens
Marketing:       10 Billion
Development:     40 Billion

Remaining Supply For Proof Of Stake (POS) Mining 
99 Trillion, 900 Billion        
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05. Roadmap
An up to date roadmap can be viewed on our web site:

www.TIPbot.io       
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06. Contract Details
Contract Address:
0x153E140548c6bFca761B6a4a45730BD1401c74D2 

Token Name
TIPbot 

Symbol
TIP TIP 

Decimals
18 

Wallet
MyEtherWallet.com
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07. Proposed Applications
Reddit Tip Bot

RReddit is an entertainment, social news networking service, and news website. Reddit's regis-
tered community members can submit content, such as text posts or direct links. Registered 
users can then vote submissions up or down to organize the posts and determine their posi-
tion on the site's pages. TIPbot will launch a bot which will add additional functionality to 
Reddit. Users will be able to tip posts they liked with an amount of tokens they specify. Users 
can tip a lot for posts they like, or maybe very little for posts they don’t like.

Telegram Tip Bot

Telegram is a cloud-based mobile and desktop messaging app with a focus on security and 
speed. TIPbot will launch a tip bot which will allow users to tip other users with TIP tokens. 
Typically with Telegram, it is used as a case of technical support for many applications. If the 
user receives support which was useful, TIPbot will provide the user the facility to tip users for 
their help.

Discord Tip Bot

DisDiscord is a proprietary freeware VoIP application designed for gaming communities. TIPbot 
will develop a tip bot which will allow users to process bets, payments, exchange of goods or 
even just simple tips for support.
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TIPbot iOS & Android Application

TIPbot’s primary focus is to utilise real world payments for not only tips, but for goods and 
service. The TIPbot app can be used to pay or tip, regardless if the recipient has an Ethereum 
address. Here is a real world use case scenario:

You want to tip your waiter, however your waiter doesn't know anything about crypto 
cucurrency. You will be able to input your waiters email address into your TIPbot app and state 
how many tokens you wish to send.

TIPbot will then create a wallet for the waiter and load it with the tokens you sent. The waiter 
will then be emailed a secure link with information on how to access their tokens. Attached to 
this will be a full description of TIPbot, POS, how to buy/sell etc. TIPbot plans to bring 
non-technical people to the crypto world.

 
PPotential Blockchain Development

In order to minimise gas fees on the Ethereum network, TIPbot is exploring the possibility of 
developing its own blockchain.

More information on this will be divulged as the concept develops.
developing its own blockchain.
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08. Legal & Verication 
Legal

TIPbot is not officially associated or affiliated with Reddit, Telegram, YoBit! or any other organ-
isations.

The trading of Bitcoins, TIPbot or alternative cryptocurrencies has potential rewards, and it 
also has potential risks involved. Trading may not be suitable for all people. Anyone wishing 
to invest should seek his or her own independent nancial or professional advice.

TIPbot’s primary focus is to utilise real world payments for not only tips, but for goods and 
service. The TIPbot app can be used to pay or tip, regardless if the recipient has an Ethereum 
address. Here is a real world use case scenario:

YYou want to tip your waiter, however your waiter doesn't know anything about cryptocurren-
cy. You will be able to input your waiters email address into your TIPbot app and state how 
many tokens you wish to send.

Verication

Clearify is a service which validates ICO’s and cryptocurrencies for legitimacy. We are proud to 
be able to say that TIPbot has been certied as legitimate by Clearify. 

To check, please visit www.clearify.io and enter our wallet address:

0x153E140548c6bFca761B6a4a45730BD1401c74D2
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